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Art Specialist to the Rescue!

The Adjective district Art Specialist Verb Past Tense her supplies into the elementary school. It was

the last lesson of the year and the kids were Adjective to engage in creative and Adjective

learning. As Proper Noun set up her supplies in the Adjective classroom, Verb Present ends in 

ING for the children to return from their Adjective class, she thought about all of the fun adventures

she would have during Adjective vacation. The Adjective children returned to the classroom and

Adverb took their seats, anxious to begin their art lesson. Suddenly, one of the children exclaimed, "

Proper Noun cage is empty/1" Sure enough, the class's pet Noun had escaped from her cage and

was missing. The children began to Verb Base Form around the classroom, looking everywhere for their

beloved class Noun . Mrs. Proper Noun the classroom teacher had climbed on top of a

Noun , as she was deathly afraid of small Noun Plural . However, the fearless art teacher was

unphased. She opened her plastic tub of art supplies and then Verb Past Tense in surprise. "I found Bitsy!

She's taking a nap in my art tub!" All of the children let out a cheer of Noun . The lovely pet was

returned to her cage and the students began their lesson. It was a great day in the elementary school.
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